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- The Conference Board China Economy Watch: Data show deep Q1 economic impacts from virus crisis in China
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- Year-end data indicate improving growth momentum
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- More pro-growth policy measures expected in early 2020
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- October data may show early sign of cyclical bottom
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- September Data Indicate Pause in Deceleration
  06 December, 2019
- August Data Still Weak, but Flurry of New Pro-growth Measures Coming into Play
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- Weak July Data Increases Likelihood of New Pro-growth Measures
  30 August, 2019
- The "Long Soft Fall" Continues–No Bottom in Sight
  01 August, 2019
- Weakening growth persists, US-China tensions beginning to show in the data (June 2019)
  18 July, 2019
- China Labor Market Quarterly Update: Q1 2019
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- Chinese Growth Has Stabilized, but Slowdown Is Likely to Resume in the Second Half
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- Beijing’s 2019 Guidance: Get Ready for a "Tough Economic Battle"
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- A Weak Start to 2019 May Lead to Greater Stimulus This Year
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- Weakening trend continues in November
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- Most signs point to slower growth in 2019
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- More stimulus but slower growth ahead
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- Situation Assessment: Chinese Labor Markets in Flux
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- No signs of improvement across economic indicators
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- Growth continues to soften, but policy loosening should prevent over-slowing
  06 September, 2018
- Weakening growth and trade uncertainty induce policy easing
  07 August, 2018
- May data suggests weakening growth trajectory
  06 July, 2018
- Appraising Income Inequality in China
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- April data suggest slowing momentum
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- Growth Steady in Q1; Mixed Signals Cloud Near-Term Outlook
  16 May, 2018
- Strong Rebound in February, but Likely Fleeting
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- China Center Research Brief: Appraising China’s Financial Sector Risk in 2018
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- Growth Slowed In December, But Leading Indicators Suggest A Near-Term Uptick
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- China Center Data Flash: Growth holds stable in November
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• China Center Chart Dive: Early signs of progress in deleveraging, but the road is long
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• China Center Data Flash: Marginal slowdown in trend growth anticipated for 2018
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• China Center Data Flash: Growth Broadly Steady in September, Politically Contrived or Real TBD
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• China Center Data Flash: Growth continued weakening in August
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• China Center Chart Dive: Household spending ratio increased in rural areas but decreased in urban areas
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• China Center Chart Dive: Changes in discretionary spending patterns indicate emergent consumerism in China
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• China Center Data Flash: July data suggest softening growth momentum
  12 September, 2017
• China Center Data Flash: June data beats expectations, but marginal slowdown still likely in 2H
  02 August, 2017
• China Center Chart Dive: China’s labor compensation share of GDP is on the rise; this should be good for consumption in the near-term
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• China Center Chart Dive: China consumption at an important turning point—but coming up from an unusually low base
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• China Center Data Flash: Steady growth outlook gives headroom for continued efforts to slow credit growth
  01 July, 2017
• China Center Data Flash: Growth peaked in Q1 but is likely to remain steady for a while
  25 May, 2017
• China Center Chart Dive: Some progress visible in labor productivity growth
  28 April, 2017
• China Center Data Flash: Many peaks in view -- the re-flation story is unlikely to last the year
  27 April, 2017
• China Center Data Flash: Tightening clamps on the housing market should exert some drag on growth in the near term
  07 April, 2017
• China Center Chart Dive: RMB fundamentals weakened in 2016, and are likely to further deteriorate
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• China Center Data Flash: Growth momentum keeps rolling into 2017
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• China Center Data Flash: Slowdown to Resume in 2017
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• China Center Chart Dive: New GDP Projections Suggest Ongoing
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• China Center Data Flash: The housing market cool-down begins
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• China Center Data Flash: Stability Lull Leads to Risk-Curbing Policy Stance—Will It Stick?
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• China Center Data Flash: Temporary Stabilization—but No Improvement in Fundamentals
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• China Center Data Flash: Acquiescing to lower growth?
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• China Center Chart Dive: Watch out for a housing price down-cycle and its knock-on effects
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  07 July, 2016
• China Center Chart Dive: RMB devaluation — a guided market correction
  24 June, 2016
• China Center Data Flash: A Return to the Normal -- the economy cools in April
  23 June, 2016
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- China’s GDP growth was steady in Q1 2018
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- Global Economic Outlook 2020: Stagnating Growth amid an Uncertain Outlook
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